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The Grand Nature of Tokyo's "Citizens' Forests"

Tokyo's "Citizens' Forests" in Hinohara and Okutama, located in the city's western
Tama area, let you hike, observe local flora, and enjoy the abundance of nature found
within the city limits year-round. (TOKYO UPDATES)

Read more

Tokyo Bird Walk—who Knew Japan's
Capital Had Kingfishers, Buzzards and
Terns?
The first time I saw a common kingfisher in the wild
was at a former Japanese military ammunition dump. It
was a frigid, gray December morning, and the spear-
billed, blue-and-orange bird had alighted on a reed in a
shallow pond surrounded by woods. The most
pressing thing on this pint-sized piscivore's mind was
probably breakfast—snagging something swimming by
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in the water below. (TOKYO UPDATES)

First Arrival into Haneda Airport
Japan - Suica Card + JR Rail Pass:
Quick Tour

Ralph and @TransitkidJason give a quick tour of
Haneda Airport in Japan, go over the Suica card, JR
Rail Pass and show the observation decks in both
terminals and TIAT Sky Road. (T2P Films)

Watch video

*Please kindly send us the link and/or details if you publish any articles on your media
based on this information. Email: tokyo@jcinteractive.ca

 

Tokyo Footage & Promotion Video
Collection

Videos Showcasing the Wonders of Tokyo
Available for Free

Learn more
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